JUICEPOWER Power Purchase Agreements
Juice Capital making energy more affordable
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When was the last time someone sat down and went through your
energy bill with you?
Do you know what tariff you are on?
Do you know how much you are paying for energy?
Did you know you can Purchase Energy straight from a renewable energy
source, up to 50% less than you’re paying now?

Guaranteed
Savings from
day one

It won’t cost
you anything
to start saving

Lock in a low
Energy Rate
for years to
come

Solar Energy is a great way to help cut costs out of your business.
Lock In Price certainty and long-term energy security
Guaranteed Savings with Zero capital outlay
Ask us how to get 6 months free energy
Start using Greener Energy today

Juice Capital’s PPA rates are guaranteed to stay below grid prices. If grid energy prices drop, Juice will
offer a better rate and the PPA can be renegotiated. Likewise, if the feed in tariff rate drops below the
agreed amount Juice is happy to negotiate the PPA.

The CHEAPER way to purchase electricity.

JUICEPOWER Power Purchase Agreements
Do I need to own the
property

No you don’t. We will however need your
landlord to agree to installing on their roof

What if I have a short
Lease

Our short form PPA is perfect the tenant who is
unsure on how long their next lease will be. We
also offer moveable solar.

What Types of Plans are
available

JuicePower Max – Generation Based
JuicePower Consumption – Volume Based

Depending on the type of agreement the
customer either gets charged for the power
generated from the system or what is used

What do I get charged

You can choose from 7-25 years. The longer the
term the cheaper the energy. If you are a tenant,
we will design an agreement that matches your
lease

How long are the
agreements

Juice Capital will own and operate the system
during the agreement. At the end of the term,
you own it for $1

Who owns the system

Who Maintains the system

One of our professionals will ensure your
system is working at all times. You don’t need to
worry about getting on the roof to clean it.

How much do I get charged

You pay $0 for the system. Only pay for the
energy that’s generated or consumed

How do I get stated

Give us a call and we will run you through
receiving guaranteed savings

The CHEAPER way to
purchase electricity.

james.rogers@horanandbird.com.au
0423 067 910
Own abusiness?
Call us on 1300 467 262 to find out how this service can work
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